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„TRIGGER“
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1. Verse:
The signals from the outside wind us up like an engine,
To filter them is a task, which can cope only the machine.
All you see – what’s right and wrong – influences your behaviour,
One external stimulus more and guess
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- When this leads you to a deeper understanding of your personality -
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2. Verse:
We’re eating all info just like there is no tomorrow,
Absorbing like a fuckin’ sponge every scandal, every mess.
Oversupply and we don’t feel any shame and even sorrow,
Committing rash contradictory acts after this.
Pre-Chorus:
- One day we’re no longer able to hold onto it -
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Chorus:
Then everything will fly to hell –
all taboos and all foundations,
The inner beast will ring the bell,
What’s left of civilization?
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We’ll go spare and take apart
Everything that comes our way.
Delirious, we’re not aware, how
Listen to the mind and heart.

3. Verse:
Know your fears and weaknesses,
Don’t forget to clarify
What the cause of these annoyances, and
Everything will remain as before, if we’ll find the reason why.

Everything will remain as before, if we’ll find the reason why...

„MIND STRUCTURE“
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1. Verse:
Only one way to live and only one way to die –
So easy, but so sad.
Only one way for love and only one way for insight –
So easy, but so mad.
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Chorus:
Locking yourself in and complaining that the world is so unfair,
And thinking you’re too weak for changing anything –
Philosophy of a nightmare.
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2. Verse:
There’re so many ways to live, which affects where you’re gonna die –
Risk changing your fate.
There’re so many kinds of love and so many ways to evolve –
Time, you shouldn’t dissipate.
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What do you have to lose –
Money, car or something else?
We go through this life only once, so choose
How it ends, how it ends.
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Chorus:
Looking for escape from the standards and the frames –
they are boring your life.
Never think you’re too small for moving anything –
Philosophy of being alive.

„GODS / DEMONS“
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Intro:
Gods and demons in my head
Argue day and night who wins.
They do everything to touch my hand,
Raise in my blood the adrenaline.
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1. Verse:
Walking through the thorny roads,
And following winding thoughts,
My stubbornness and my belief are haunting me.
But tell me why the roads of demons so straight?
They mesmerize. So easy to turn off.
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Chorus:
The signpost promises a way free of obstacles,
It says: „Enjoy every step and don’t wait for oracles.
Do not forget and do not forgive.
You are the one who deserves the relief “.
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2. Verse:
Does relief mean to be dead?
Does an easy path mean a trap?
My hidden compass points to the deceit.
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But tell me why the voices of the demons are so near?
They mesmerize. What’s goin’ on in me?
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- Recording by:
Jörg See / Performance Studios / Frankfurt, Germany
www.performancestudios.de
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- Mixing by:
David Bottrill & Ryan McCambridge / Mainstation Music Inc.
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- Mastering by:
David Bottrill / Mainstation Music Inc. / Toronto, Canada
www.davidbottrill.com
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- BAND MEMBERS:
Eugene Rodin: vocals & guitars
Mario Ullrich: bass
Chris Patzak: drums
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- CONCEPT:
The songs reflect the mindset, motivation, objectives, dreams,
internal disputes and dilemmas of people in a daily life. The EP
content is intended to draw the listeners into the created virtual
world of emotions and thoughts.
- RELEASE DATE:
June 1, 2016.
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